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CROP
MONITOR
Zimbabwe’s government has approved the
plan to generate more value from tobacco by
localizing financing, increasing production and
exporting cigarettes overseas. These initiatives
should result in a significant contribution to
the country’s GDP, foreign currency generation
and boost employment. Along with the target
to rise production to 300 million kg per
season, as highlighted in a previous Tobacco
Monitor edition, other key objectives include
diversifying and increasing production of other
crops, including medicinal cannabis, raising the
alternative’s contribution to 25% of farmers’
incomes by 2025.

AHL Tobacco Sales Ltd shared the final
cumulative tobacco crop figures for the 2021
season in Malawi. 123.7 million kg had been
traded at the average price of USD 1.59 per
kg, from which proceeds totaling USD 197.1
million were realized. In comparison, during
the previous 2020 season, 113.8 million kg
were sold, with an average price of USD 1.53
per kg, which earned USD 174.5 million. The
cumulative no-sale rejection on the auction
burley market, the biggest local tobacco type,
was less than 11%, much lower than the 60%
registered in the end of last season.
Notably, Japan Tobacco International (JTI)
Leaf Malawi bought 40 million kg of tobacco
in 2021. Purchases were realized on all four
tobacco marketing floors in the country.
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The season in the US is well underway in many
important tobacco growing states. Burley
Stabilization Corporation (BSC) revealed that
harvesting of FCV is 90% complete as of the
end of September. Prices for both FCV and
burley tend to be higher compared to last
year due to the better quality of the crop. In
volume terms, growth for FCV is 28%, while
for burley 18%. This is largely driven by the
return of purchasing by China. According to the
Tobacco Growers Association of North Carolina
(TGANC), the harvest in North Carolina is also
progressing with certain regions in the final
phase of field harvesting. While the majority
of growers are expressing satisfaction with the
grades received, pricing remains a concern as
margins remain thin. The demand for the local
crop is up 25% over 2020 but costs of product
have also increased drastically.

In Brazil, one of the biggest and most
important tobacco growing markets in the
world, the start of the 2021-2022 season
is fast approaching. Early estimates, based
on a survey carried out by the Association of
Tobacco Growers of Brazil (Afubra) suggests
a reduction of approximately 5% in the area
dedicated to tobacco. During the past 20202021 season the total area planted in Brazil
for FCV, Burley, Comum, the three main tobacco
types, was 273,317 he (a little less than a 6%
decrease on a year-to-year basis). Tobacco
production in 2020-2021 volume terms stood
at 628,489 (t).
In the Dominican Republic, the number of
tobacco growers involved during the latest
2020-2021 season was around 3,500. This
represents a decrease of more than 500
growers on a yearly basis. Production volume
has also registered a contraction, from 14,300
kg to 12,200 kg. Finally, while production costs
have increased, reaching USD 2.25 per kg, the
average selling price was also up, from USD
2.20 per kg to USD 2.50 per kg.
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Tobacco growers in Pakistan protested and
demanded that the Pakistan Tobacco Board
purchase their crops. At the moment, this
season’s tobacco remains stored which creates
financial problems for farmers. The protest saw
growers set fire to tobacco bales.
More detailed information related to the
latest crop updates will be made available
in the next edition of ITGA’s Tobacco Courier
magazine, which is scheduled for release in
October-November 2021.

REGULATIONS
The Ninth Session of the Conference of
the Parties (COP9) to the World Health
OrganizationFramework Convention on
Tobacco Control(WHO FCTC) and the Second
Session of the Meeting of the Parties (MOP2) to
theProtocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco
Productswill take place virtually in November
this year. The two sessions are vital in setting
the global regulatory agenda for tobacco
around the world. Nevertheless, several
important issues, including the discussions
related to harm reduction, will be deferred to
2023, when COP10 will occur.

A new legislative proposal in the US could
lead to significant tax increases on tobacco
and nicotine products in an effort to help fund
the government’s USD 3.5 trillion spending
plan. The proposal calls for the tax per 1,000
cigarettes to be increased to USD 100.66.
Vaping products would be taxed at the same
rate, with 1,000 cigarettes being equal to 1,810
mg of nicotine. Cigars, smoking and smokeless
tobacco could also be affected. TGANC has
expressed concerns that such changes could
negatively impact the sector in the US.
In September, the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) issued a number of
marketing denial orders to manufacturers in
relation to their vaping products on the market.
The list includes hundreds of companies and
over a million products. However, there were
no updates regarding the category leaders
- JUUL Labs, British American Tobacco (BAT)
and JTI.
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The US FDA issued more than 20warning
lettersto firms that manufacture and sell
unauthorized electronic nicotine delivery
systems (ENDS) products. The recipients
failed to submit a premarket tobacco product
application (PMTA) by the September deadline.
Altria Group has to stop imports and sales of
its IQOS heated tobacco device according to
the US International Trade Commission ruling,
in a patent case brought by rival R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co (the BAT subsidiary in the US).
The case now moves to administrative review,
which is expected to last two months. The
final decision must be signed by the President
before it takes effect. Altria paused the rollout
of IQOS earlier this year.

The Swiss parliament approved new
advertising and sponsorship regulations
related to tobacco products. Poster
advertising of traditional tobacco products
and e-cigarettes that can be seen from public
places, as well as advertising in cinemas, public
transport, buildings and sports fields, will be
banned. However, the authorities rejected a
ban on menthol cigarettes. They also argued
against excessive regulation of legal products.
As a result, tobacco advertising in the press and
on the internet will not be banned in principle.
The ban will only apply to print media and
websites ‘intended for minors’. Switzerland
is one of the more permissive countries
in Europe when tobacco regulations are in
question.

The Indonesian government is planning to
raise cigarette excise tax rates in an effort
to reduce smoking prevalence, especially
among children. The exact changes are not
revealed yet. Notably, Indonesia is one of
the biggest tobacco markets in the world
in cigarette volume stick terms. Meanwhile,
cigarette advertisements are being taken
down in Jakarta after a new regulation came
into force. Since the ruling on 13 September,
officers from the Jakarta Public Order Agency
have conducted inspections in a number of
minimarkets and shopping centers to make
sure the regulation are being followed.
Thailand could take measures to reduce in half
the duty on imported cigars for five years as
part of an economic stimulus and investment
promotion package. This is part of a wider plan
that includes tax rates on alcohol as well.
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The authorities in Morocco announced new
provisions related to raw and manufactured
tobacco, which will enter into force in January
2024. From then, the emissions of cigarettes
imported or manufactured in Morocco and
marketed across the country should be at
levels not exceeding 10 milligrams of tar per
cigarette, 1 milligram of nicotine per cigarette
and 10 milligrams of carbon monoxide per
cigarette.
A bill has been introduced in the Indian
state of Jharkhand with the aim to raise the
minimum age for tobacco consumption from
18 to 21. The local government has already
banned the sale of tobacco products within
100 meters of schools, government offices,
hospitals and courts. Furthermore, selling
tobacco products to minors results in an
imprisonment of up to seven years and a
monetary fine.

INDUSTRY
UPDATES
Imperial Brand made its heated tobacco
products (Pulze in devices and iD heat sticks
in consumables) available in Europe for the
first time through national rollouts in the
Czech Republic and Greece. These actions
support the company’s commitment to make
a meaningful contribution to harm reduction.
At the moment, heated tobacco accounts for
around 10% of the total nicotine sector in
both the Czech Republic and Greece, with
further growth anticipated in the future. In
2019, Imperial Brands started commercializing
Pulze in Japan, but has terminated sales
in mid-2021. One differentiating point of
Imperial’s proposition is that unlike other
heated tobacco products, Pulze does not
require a charging case.

SwedishMatch announced that it intends
to separate its cigar business via a spinoff to shareholders and to completely exit
the manufacturing of combustible tobacco
products. This is expected to be completed
during the second half of 2022 at the earliest.
Currently, the company is among the market
leaders in the US cigar market. The company
CEO noted: “This is another milestone toward
achievement of our aspiration to become
an entirely smokefree organization with a
clear leadership position in oral reduced risk
products, includingZYN,the largest modern
oral brand in the US and globally. The cigar
business continues to perform very well and is
seeing positive industry dynamics, which we
believe will make it an attractive stand-alone
company... The new cigar company will have
the ability to explore a wider scope of growth
opportunities.”
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RELX International, one of the leading Chinese
vaping products manufacturers, announced
a partnership agreement with SAF Trading
Agencies for the exclusive distribution of RELX
products throughout the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. The company has also entered into
a strategic supplier agreement with Spyder
Cannabis Incin Canada to offer RELX closedpod vaping products across its corporate and
franchise stores, e-commerce and wholesale
channels.
The global expansion of RELX could reshuffle
the current vaping status quo in leading
e-vapour markets.

Two bribery related scandals captured public
attention in September.

The market for heated tobacco products
in Ukraine has stopped growing due to a
significant tax hike (320%) at the start of the
year. In comparison, the category grew by
80% during 2020. According to Philip Morris
International (PMI), the state budget receipts
from the sale of heated tobacco in Q4 2021
will decrease by 60-70% compared to the
same period in 2020. The company intends
to reduce the purchase of excise duty stamps
for heated tobacco products. The company
has also registered a spike in heated tobacco
smuggling from neighboring markets where
prices are lower. Notably, heated tobacco
accounts for around 15% of the total tobacco
market in Ukraine.

A multi-party investigation has found
evidence that suggests BAT paid a bribe
to the former Zimbabwean leader Robert
Mugabe. The documents also reveal BAT
was paying bribes in South Africa and
using illegal surveillance to damage rivals.
The company emphatically rejected the
mischaracterization of their conduct by
media outlets.
Alternatively, John Dalli, a former European
Commissioner for health, is facing charges
over his aide’s attempt to solicit a EUR 60
million bribe to help overturn an EU-wide
ban on snus. Dalli was forced to resign in
2012, after an investigation by the EU’s antifraud office OLAF uncovered the attempted
bribery.
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BAT announced that Vuse is now the number
one global vaping brand in value share terms.
Vuse is the category leader in four of the top
five vapour markets globally (Canada, France,
Germany and the UK). In addition, BAT’s US
momentum in vapour products means Vuse is
now leader by value share in 22 states.
BAT suspended manufacturing of its tobacco
products at a state-owned factory in Belarus,
accused of fueling cigarette smuggling to the
EU member states and helping finance the
country’s regime.

SUSTAINABILITY
Leaf merchants operating in Zimbabwe will be
required to finance the planting of trees on 0.2
he for every he of tobacco contracted starting
this year. Due to the large scale of tobacco
growing in the country, the sector is often
blamed for the deforestation in Zimbabwe.
Finding alternative fuel methods will be
a major challenge for local growers in the
future.
Meanwhile, Zimbabwe’s Forestry Commission
has hailed tobacco farmers in most parts of the
country for creating woodlots for the cure of
the golden leaf under the tobacco wood energy
programme (TWEP), a move that will help avert
deforestation. According to experts, Zimbabwe
is losing at least 330,000 he of forests per year
due to deforestation.

The Tobacco Authority of Thailand (TOAT), one
of the biggest tobacco manufacturers in the
world, intends to set up a subsidiary to move
into the hemp business. One of the project
aims is to significantly increase tobacco
farmers’ incomes in Thailand. In September,
TOAT signed a memorandum of understanding
for hemp business with Santa Fe Farms
(Thailand) Co., a subsidiary of the US Santa Fe
Farms LLC.
During an economic development tour in the
US state of Virginia, the Governor announced
that Southern Virginia Vegetable Packing LLC
will construct a new USD 4.2 million produce
processing facility, creating 40 new jobs over
three years. This will assist 22 local tobacco
growers make the transition to organic
produce. The project comes by state funding,
which includes the Governor’s Agriculture and
Forestry Industries Development Fund.
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The South Korean government has
announced a new initiative to promote the
collection and recycling of cigarette butts,
a major source of pollution in urban areas.
Local authorities have been imposing a
waste processing fee of KRW 24.4 (around
USD 0.02) per pack on cigarette makers
and importers since 1993. Nevertheless,
there is no management system for the
collection and processing of cigarette butts
yet. Through the pilot project, key industry
stakeholders will establish a plan for
efficient collection and transport of cigarette
butts, while exploring the idea of recycling
them through heat recovery.

The South Korean tobacco manufacturer KT&G
published its 2020 Report, which presents
the company’s environmental, social and
governance (ESG) management and social
contribution activities. The company has
defined six key ESG value creation areas linked
with business and plans to enhance future
growth potential by reinforcing the following
areas: ‘Strengthening the growth potential
of businesses contributing to sustainability’,
‘Performance of environmental responsibility
across the value chain’, ‘Responsible product
development’, ‘Creating a sustainable industrial
ecosystem’, ‘Strengthening human resource
management and human rights protection’,
and ‘Advancement of governance and
strengthening of implementation capacity’.

RELX Technology released its annual
corporate social responsibility (CSR) report,
highlighting its effort in minors protection,
disposal pods recycling, supporting the
rural vitalization, sustainable manufacturing
and protecting wildlife in China in the past
year. So far, the company has invested over
CNY 60 million (over USD 9 million) in CSR
activities and released two CSR reports.
As for employment, RELX has created over
277,000 jobs in China.
Juul Labs plans to open a research facility
North Carolina, USA, in April 2022. The new
facility is expected to create 35 full-time
jobs and will focus on scientific research,
development and testing.
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BAT has announced the opening of its ‘A Better
Tomorrow Innovation Hub’ in Trieste, Italy.
The hub will host a new manufacturing site
for the company’s New Category products, a
digital boutique, innovation lab and centre
of excellence for digital transformation
and digital marketing. It will be dedicated
to research, development and production
of reduced-risk productlines. Through this
project, which involves a total investment
of up to EUR500 million over the next five
years, BAT is emphasizing its commitment
to its transformation strategy, as well as the
importance of Italy to its business.
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Thank you!
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